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This executive summary presents
a brief account of the results
of the research “Democracy
and Representation in the 2018
Elections: electoral campaigns,
funding and gender diversity”,
which are presented in greater
length in the book “The rules
of the game: a study of the
impact of electoral practices
and regulations on women’s
political participation”, published
in Portuguese as “Candidatas
em jogo: um estudo sobre os
impactos das regras eleitorais na
inserção de mulheres na política”.

Executive
Summary
Women are a minority in the fields of power
and political decision-making. Currently in Brazil
they occupy only 15% of the seats in the House of
Representatives. Although this has been the best rate of
female representation since redemocratization, it is still
far below the world average of 25% and even further
behind the Americas’ average of 31.7%. This scenario
of under-representation is even more striking for black
and indigenous women. Black women occupy only
2.5% of the seats in the House of Representatives1, and
indigenous women less than 1%, while white women
represent 12% of the total.
Inequalities in access to institutional politics are linked
to a myriad of factors. Amongst them are the practices
and regulations that shape the electoral dispute. Our
research was guided by the following question: how did
the legal rules in effect during the 2018 Brazilian
elections regarding candidate and electoral funding
gender quotas, as well as the practices regarding
political capital and the use of social media in
campaigning, impact the dynamics of the electoral
process in terms of gender inequality in politics?

1 Brazil has a Bicameral Parliament. There is an upper house, called
Senate (in Portuguese, “Senado Federal”); and a lower house, called
House of Representatives (in Portuguese, “Câmara dos Deputados”).
Brazil has an open-list proportional representation system for the
House of Representatives elections and a majoritarian system for the
Senate elections.
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The answer to this question stems from the examination
of three dimensions of the electoral process:
(i) candidate selection and the enforcement of
the gender quota law2; (ii) the use of financial and
non-financial resources during the campaign; and
(iii) the profile of elected female and male federal
representatives. Based on the analysis of electoral data
from the Brazilian Superior Electoral Court, of rulings
from Brazilian electoral courts, of campaigns on social
media, and of the political track record of female and
male federal representatives, we arrived at six central
results, which in the book are presented in greater detail
in their corresponding chapter:

1

Candidate gender quotas are not
fully met as of yet, which reduces
the number of female candidates
and potentially the number of
women elected.

There are still challenges to achieving effective
compliance with legislated candidate gender quotas
for proportional representation elections in Brazil. The
prohibition of coalitions in proportional representation
elections tends to aggravate this scenario.
The analysis of lists of coalitions and of political
parties running independently for the 2018 election
of federal representatives showed 68 lists (21.5%) in
non-compliance with the candidate gender quota.
This figure increased to 43.5% when the parties were
analyzed individually. Out of 866 party lists in all states,

2 Brazil has adopted legislated candidate gender quotas for the
lower houses (federal, state and city levels) since 1997. Article 10,
paragraph 3 of the Electoral Act provides that each party or
coalition lists must fill a minimum of 30% and a maximum of 70%
for candidacies of each sex.
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377 had less than 30% of female candidates. With fewer
female candidates, there is less chance of women
being elected and, consequently, less chance of women
accessing institutional politics.
Commitment by the parties to select the required legal
minimum of 30% of female candidates, and preferably
more than the minimum, is thus essential to increase
women’s representation in legislative houses.
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The lack of clear criteria regarding
the distribution of electoral funding
can weaken the enforcement of the
campaign funding gender quotas.

The phenomenon of extreme non-viable candidacies
(known in Brazil as “candidaturas laranja”, which
means orange candidacies in a literal translation) is a
result of poor enforcement of the gender quota rule,
thereby hindering women’s participation in politics.
This hindrance is aggravated by the lack of a clear legal
framework for the phenomenon of extreme non-viable
candidacies. Brazil’s gender quota legislation does not
expressly define what extreme non-viable candidacies
are, the sanctions which apply to the practice of
inclusion of extremely non-viable candidates on the
party list or who should be deemed responsible (political
parties, party leaders, candidates or all of them). There
is also no clear or uniform judicial definition of the
concept of extreme non-viable candidacies.
Our analysis of the rulings of the Brazilian electoral courts
reveals that the elements characterizing an extreme nonviable candidacy differ from, and even contradict, each
other when comparing one legal case to another. This
discrepancy in definition can even occur within the same
legal case, between one accused candidate and another.
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There is not even a consensus on the basic premise
that an extreme non-viable candidacy is a breach of
the electoral legislation.
The lack of a coherent concept of extreme non-viable
candidacies is problematic insofar it creates a scenario of
judicial lottery. That is, the criteria supporting the ruling
is rendered subject to whoever happens to decide the
case. Consequently, the recognition and the punishment
of extreme non-viable candidacies are rendered a matter
of chance. On one hand, this scenario benefits political
parties, allowing them to strategically take the risk of
being punished for non-compliance with the gender
quota law, and on the other, it especially harms female
candidates, who are left without any standards to avoid or
defend themselves from possible lawsuits accusing them
of being extreme non-viable candidates.
A clear and coherent definition of the interpretation of
electoral rules and of the criteria used by the courts on
what extreme non-viable candidacies are would strengthen
the true purpose of electoral gender quotas: to promote –
instead of inhibit – women’s participation in politics.
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The lack of clear criteria regarding
the distribution of electoral funding
can weaken the enforcement of the
campaign funding gender quotas.

The 2018 election was the first time that Brazilian
political parties had to comply with a gender quota
for the distribution of public funding. However, the
specifics regarding the way in which the quota should
be applied were left unclear. In order to deal with the
indeterminacy of the new quota, we formulated three
different scenarios based on the three types of
candidacies to which it could apply. In the first
scenario, we considered only female candidacies
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for proportional representation elections (namely,
federal and state representatives); in the second,
we added female-led candidacies for majoritarian
elections (namely, president, and senators); and
in the third, we further added all candidacies to
majoritarian elections that had at least one woman
as vice or alternate.
The results of the analysis of these three scenarios show
that, regarding the resources from the Electoral Fund
(a public fund to finance electoral campaigns, known
as “Fundo Especial de Financiamento de Campanha –
FEFC”), 3 parties out of 34 did not comply under any of the
scenarios with the minimum percentage of resources to be
allocated to female candidacies. As for the Partisan Fund
(another kind of public fund designated to finance not
only electoral campaigns, but also daily partisan activities,
known as “Fundo Especial de Assistência Financeira
aos Partidos Políticos – FP”), the rate of absolute noncompliance is even higher: 8 parties out of 34 failed
to comply with the minimum percentage of resource
distribution to female candidacies in any given scenario.
We also found a clear difference between the scenarios
analyzed. When we consider not only female candidacies
for proportional representation elections (first scenario)
but also female-leaded candidacies for majoritarian
elections (second scenario), and especially as we further
add female candidacies for majoritarian elections as vice
or alternate (third scenario), fewer parties tend to fail to
comply with the funding gender quota. This effect is more
acute when considering resources from the Electoral
Fund compared to the Partisan Fund. The percentage of
parties that fail to comply with the campaign funding
gender quota regarding resources of the Electoral
Fund drops from 61.8% under the first scenario to
8.8% under the third; while to Partisan Fund resources
there was a smaller variation, of 58.6% to 24.2%.
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We suggest that such a high proportion of noncompliance in some scenarios is the result of inaccuracy
about which types of female candidacies parties should
take into consideration when allocating resources. That
is, whether the distribution imposed by the campaign
funding gender quota encompasses only proportional
candidacies or includes majoritarian candidacies, and, if
the latter, whether it also comprises vices and alternates.
Clear and accurate criteria to the distribution of public
resources are thus crucial to avoid a high rate of noncompliance with electoral funding gender quotas
among political parties.
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The campaign funding gender
quota rendered the distribution
of campaign resources between
women and men less unequal, but
it is still greatly disproportionate
in terms of race.

The new electoral funding rules have reduced gender
inequalities in the distribution of resources from the
Electoral Fund and the Partisan Fund to candidacies
for federal representatives in the 2018 elections. While
in the 2014 elections men received 90% of the
resources, leaving women with only 10%, in the
2018 elections this proportion dropped to 78%
for men, increasing women’s share to 22% of total
resources. Despite this improvement, the proportion of
resources allocated to female candidacies is still below
the number of female candidacies.
The change of electoral funding rules affected black and
white women in different ways. When analyzing the ratio
between the percentage of resources received and the
percentage of candidacies, we found that the distribution
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of resources in both the 2014 and the 2018 elections
black women were the most underfinanced group.
In 2014, the second most underfinanced group was
white women. As of 2018, black men came to occupy this
position, receiving even proportionately less financing
than white women. White women, in turn, got close
to proportionality in the 2018 elections, only lagging
behind white men. White men were the only group
overfinanced in both the 2014 and the 2018 elections.
This shows that the primary indicator of inequality
has changed: while in 2014 gender was the main
factor underlying inequalities in electoral financing,
in 2018 race was the predominant factor. These data
reveal the importance of the new funding rules regarding
black candidacies, in effect for the 2020 municipal
representatives elections.
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The use of social media by
female candidates is not enough
to circumvent the socioeconomic
inequalities and lack of
financial resources.

During elections, socioeconomic inequalities and
the absence or scarcity of resources available for
a candidacy can influence how their campaign is
conducted. One way to mitigate these obstacles is for
less privileged candidates to seek cheaper campaign
strategies. The use of social media is often posed as one
of these alternatives. Taking this into consideration,
we investigated whether the use of social media by
candidacies in the electoral race could circumvent the
lack of campaign resources and whether the existing
socioeconomic inequalities between candidacies in the
offline world would be reproduced in the online arena.
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Based on the monitoring of the Facebook pages and
profiles of the 465 female candidates who ran for federal
representative for the state of São Paulo in the 2018
elections, we found that money matters and that
the inequalities that exist in the offline world are
reproduced in the online arena, especially in regard to
the use of Facebook pages.
We observed that female candidates with higher
campaign revenues have greater access to
Facebook tools and use them more intensively.
Female candidates with a college education and white
female candidates have greater access to Facebook and
use it more intensively than women without a college
education and black women running for office. Female
candidates from higher social strata, in addition to
having more access, use this social network with more
focus on their campaign when compared to female
candidates from lower strata. Finally, young female
candidates use Facebook more intensively than older
female candidates do.
Campaigning on social media, while relatively
inexpensive compared to other ways of campaigning,
requires investment of time and money, as well
as specific skills to explore the features of the
tool. Thus, offering financial resources and promoting
training can help female candidates reach more people
and expand their constituency through social media.
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Female federal representatives
elected for the first time in 2018
developed their political capital
through different means compared
to male newcomers.

Our analysis of the political track record and political
capital of federal representatives elected in 2018
but who had never been elected before, to any office
whatsoever – the so-called newcomers – showed that
access to the political field is gendered. The political
capital analyzed differed significantly, in kind and
in frequency, between female and male newcomers.
Regarding differences in kind, we found that only male
newcomers had political capital gained from their
participation in labor and employers’ unions.
As for differences in frequency of the kinds of political
capital held by both female and male newcomers, we
found that, on one hand, political capital taken from
media visibility, social movements, relatives who
are or were politicians and organized religion were
more common among female newcomers than
among male newcomers. On the other, political capital
gained from being a member of law-enforcement
agencies, public offices and offices in the party
leadership were more frequent among male
newcomers than among female newcomers.
It is worth noting that although political capital
acquired from having relatives who are or were
politicians, a traditional source of political capital,
was more frequent among female newcomers than
male newcomers in the 2018 elections for federal
representatives, it was less significant when compared
to female newcomers in the 2014 elections. In 2014,
80% of female newcomers had political capital of this
kind, while in 2018 this figure dropped to 30%.
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These data show that although some female
newcomers elected in 2018 had traditional political
capital – such as having relatives who are or were
politicians or holding an office in the party leadership –,
a significant part of them found less traditional paths
to win seats in the House of Representatives, drawing
political capital from social movements and media
visibility. This thus suggests that many women end up
walking different paths and adopting different strategies
compared to men in order to get elected.
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